# Cataloging @ Yale


## Machine Status:
- Local [6]
- OCLC [7]

## General
- Library of Congress [8]
- Professional Associations [9]
- Reference Resources [10]
- Selected E-Journals [11]
- National Training Resources [12]

## Cataloging Standards
- BIBCO Standard Record [13]
- BIBFRAME [14]
- CONSER [15]
- iFLA [16]
- MARC [17]
- PCC [18]
- RDA [19]

## Cataloging Tools
- Cataloger's Desktop [20]
- Cataloging Calculator [21]
- Classification Web [22]
- Conversion Tools [23]
- Macro Express [24]
- OCLC [25]
- Voyager [26]

## Discovery Systems Documentation
- Quicksearch Indexes [27]
- Orbis Search Indexes [28]
- Quicksearch MARC Format Mapping [29]
- How and When Cataloging Data Appears in Quicksearch [30]
- Quicksearch Expert Search Tips [31]
- Technical Overview of Searching in Quicksearch and Books+ [32]
- Quicksearch Project Blog [33]
- Public Quicksearch Help Site [34]

## Description and Access
- Authority Control [35]
- Subject and Genre Headings [36]
- General (Monographs) [37]
- 590 Local Notes [38]
- Fixed Fields [39]
- Call numbers and shelflisting [40]
- MFHDs [41]
- Item records [42]

## Special Formats
- Cartographic [43]
- Datasets [44]
- Electronic Resources [45]
- Graphic and Three-Dimensional Resources [46], [47]
- Manuscripts [47]
- Born Digital Archival Material [48]
- Multiparts, Serials, Series & Integrating Resources [49]
- Reproductions [50]
- Scores & Sound Recordings [51]
- Videos [52]

## Workflows
- Acquisitions [53]
- Barcode Placement Guidelines [54]
- Catalog Maintenance Policies [55]
- Dissertations [56]
- Divinity Workflows [57]
- Location Tables and Processing Notes [58]
- Numismatic Materials [59]

## Transport:
- Y
- L

## Staff Directories:
- Yale University Library [1]
- Departments & Staff [75]
- Library Subject Specialists Directory [76]